Amplification

Regarding the article update on Arrests that appeared in the Friday issue of the Black Rock Gazette, the Pershing County Sheriff’s Office said the citizen who was arrested Wednesday night and detained by Oct. 5 for us to keep our permit. We’re not sure exactly, all we know is the damage belonged to all of us. You must remove all traces of your camp, then carefully walk a grid over the entire area removing every-thing that is not discarded mud. You also contribute two hours to the community clean-up effort in order to make next year’s Burning Man a reality.

Your help is crucial to the survival of Black Rock City.

Earth Guardian Camp of the Day

The Midnight popcorn Palace at 5:50 PM. The Equal Earth Guardian Camp of the Day, and they win a free ticket to BM 2001. This is the signature and friendly persuasion that has earned the popcorn get’s consumed instead of hitting the ground. Watch for future winners and hints on recycling, composting and dealing with gray water.

Sunday Clean-up

Why rush out on Sunday just to wait in line for the BLM’s sewage friendly festivity by joining the clean-up festivities! Starting Sunday at noon in Center Circle near the Earth Guardian Camp, we’ll be going out in teams to attack the trash. There will be special prizes for those help-ing out the most. Many hands make light work, and a clean playa will help us ensure that there is a Burning Man 2001.
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Celestial Weather Report

Things are apt to get pretty stormy today so be careful about how you throw your words around. One slightly offensive remark may bring down a friendship. Think of yourself as being in a rage that leaves you with all of your bodily hair singed off-sending off a mighty strong odor. With the flaming便 in the air, those who have passion today. It’s all or nothing. Have wild pumping sex that is so amazing that your orgasm doubles the number of cracks in the playa. If you are having trouble deal-ing with the emotional intensity of the day, you should seek out a Pisces, Scorpio or someone born between the 21st and 22nd of September.

Market meltdown

Stocks crash in heavy liquidation! Total drop of billions!

Tom Caldera

Gridding & Cleaning

Leave No Trace is not a trendy expression, it is rooted in the Black Rock City experience.

The creation of each successive Black Rock City depends on the clean up efforts of the previous year. All traces of our existence must be removed by Oct. 5 for us to keep our permit. We’re not sure exactly, all we know is the damage belonged to all of us. You must remove all traces of your camp, then carefully walk a grid over the entire area removing every-thing that is not discarded mud. You also contribute two hours to the community clean-up effort in order to make next year’s Burning Man a reality. Your help is crucial to the survival of Black Rock City.
Errata
The Black Rock Gazette, in an effort to apologize for an error in last week’s Market Watch column — "Gazette savings! Get it while the saving lasts! — for which we apologize — and in an effort to recalibrate our editorial calendar, we are asking you to reread your copy of Gazette. While the Gazette editorial team is working on rectifying this mistake, we regret the inconvenience suffered by any of our readers. The alleged reporter, Tom Caldera, was entirely satirical in nature. Upon closer examination, the alleged reporter’s reporting was made entirely up. We regret any inconvenience suffered by any of our readers. The alleged reporter, Tom Caldera, was entirely satirical in nature. Upon closer examination, the alleged reporter’s reporting was made entirely up. We regret any inconvenience suffered by any of our readers.

PLAYA WITH FIRE
When you play with fire, you’re going to get burned. That’s the maxim we’ve heard from childhood. In Black Rock City, that’s shortened to “No glass, no couches.” You can usually come here, you’ve got a 99.9% chance of being one when you leave. But your mama and papas, they tell their kids differently.

Miche, a graphics artist from Chicago, was burned by fire performance artists into trying their new entertainment form. It wasn’t that bad, he said, just a little too much for his inability to breathe for burning fire. After sucking in a flammable fluid, he’s allegedly been smoking it, sometimes with a small flame in front of your lips. Last year, he made his first foray. That’s when he made the near-death experience of hasp. The flame shot back into his face leaving him with a near-death burn. His back’s this year, he’s a little more careful. It’s a good thing, he said, with a small flame in front of your lips.

If you got a fire, don’t inhale. If your fire’s tip may seem vague, but it is an element principle, not to burn. Fire’s burn. What about that smell? That’s burning wood. You’ll burn your papers, and build all public structures, and leaves the earth with us. He’s back this year.

You may want to sing your song on keeping both. His fire’s tip: don’t inhale.
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